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Because you can’t solve complexity
with more complexity.

Does Broadcom’s acquisition of CA Technologies leave you uncertain about the
state of your automation requirements?

W E H AV E T H E A N S W E R .
Trusted by more than 2000 Customers in 50
Countries Worldwide, Advanced Systems
Concepts offers an Architectural, Layered
Approach to IT Automation with ActiveBatch.

Powerful Automation. Seamless Integration.
Reliable Workflow Development.

98%

ActiveBatch IT Automation is an Enterprise IT Automation solution that coordinates and
consolidates scheduling silos and automation scripts from a single point of control.
ActiveBatch offers a reliable, low-code approach to end-to-end workflow development,
maintenance, and operations. ActiveBatch supports cross-platform environments
(Windows, Linux, UNIX, and more) as well as dynamic infrastructure environments (onpremise, cloud, hybrid, and multi-cloud).
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Recognized as an Industry Leader in Workload Automation

ActiveBatch cited in the most recent
Workload Automation Magic Quadrant
for ease of use, advanced functionality,
customer support, and a competitive
total cost of ownership.

Forrester Consulting’s independent
study of ActiveBatch found that enterprises can achieve a 153% ROI in only
3.4 months by using ActiveBatch.

ASCI named Value Leader, the highest
distinction offered in the report that
analyzes the industry’s top Workload
Automation vendors.

The Advantage of ActiveBatch
BUILD AND AUTOMATE RELIABLE IT AND BUSINESS WORKFLOWS FASTER THAN
EVER BEFORE
Spend less time scripting and more time assembling with ActiveBatch’s rich content library
of prebuilt, production-ready Job Steps that can be easily dragged and dropped into
integrated, end-to-end workflows.
If workflows span across multiple disparate technologies, don’t worry. ActiveBatch’s built-in
Integrations and Extensions allow for seamless, secure integration between applications,
passing data and managing cross-system dependencies without additional code.
ACTIVEBATCH DOES NOT OFFER A DIRECT INTEGRATION WITH THE TECHNOLOGY
OR APPLICATION I USE. NOW WHAT?
Again, not to worry. ActiveBatch can integrate with virtually any technology or application
through the ActiveBatch Service Library, which provides an easy, no-code approach to
ingesting APIs. Users can turn these into reusable Job Steps and augment the Jobs Library
with their own methods.
But this doesn’t mean ActiveBatch shies away from scripts. ActiveBatch is script-language
independent and therefore supports all scripting languages, allowing users to get up and
running from day one of implementation.
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REUSE RATHER THAN REWRITE
Changes to a Job or Plan can be pretty daunting when it means having to make
the same change across multiple workflows that share the same logic. Well, not
anymore. ActiveBatch References allow changes to be automatically passed
down by having users create a Template Job with Reference Jobs that mimic
the same logic. Whenever a change needs to be made, the user simply updates
the Template Job and ActiveBatch takes care of the rest, making the future
maintenance of these objects a whole lot easier.

Customize Your Automation Environment to Improve Productivity and Agility
ActiveBatch Console

ActiveBatch Web Console

ActiveBatch Self-Service Portal

ActiveBatch Mobile Ops

ActiveBatch’s thick client interface offers secure, highperformance access to the full spec of ActiveBatch capabilities.

A user-friendly, web-based application, the ActiveBatch SelfService Portal allows Help Desk and Business Teams to take on
daily and ad hoc processes, freeing up IT from repetitive requests
and providing more time to focus on more pressing processes.

ActiveBatch’s thin client interface provides development and
operational users secure access to the ActiveBatch systems
anytime and anywhere via the web.

For issues that arise outside of the office, ActiveBatch Mobile
Ops provides users with 24/7 access to conveniently and
securely manage and monitor their ActiveBatch environment
from an iPhone, Android, or other mobile device.

All ActiveBatch Interfaces Include Multi-Factor Authentication options for Secure, Compliant Automation.

“This is an outstanding scheduling tool. In over 2 years of use and conversion
from an existing scheduler, there are not many situations we have run into that
cannot be handled with standard, out-of-the box functionality.”

READ MORE REVIEWS

– DATA AND ANALYTICS STAFF IN FINANCE INDUSTRY

Existing Solution Already in Place? No problem.
From Start to Finish…
ASCI assists customers in migrating from legacy Job Schedulers with a combination of migration tools, consulting, and
proven conversion methodologies, such as Automated Migration. Our team of in-house technical experts and engineers
ensure a smooth and reliable migration that has you up and running in no time.

Interested in ASCI Migration
Services and Professional
Consulting?

REQUEST INFORMATION

“Seamless Migration…Almost Boring.”
-CURRENT ACTIVEBATCH USER REFERRING TO MIGRATION FROM CA AUTOSYS

“Great Product and Easy To Migrate To. Plus, Highly Customizable.”
-TECHNICAL SERVICES MANAGER IN THE FINANCE INDUSTRY

AND THAT’S NOT ALL. ASCI OFFERS BEST-IN-CLASS
SUPPORT AND TRAINING.
ActiveBatch Support: 98% Customer Support Satisfaction Rating.
A Technical Support Team of product experts with a proven record
of quick response and resolution time.
ActiveBatch Training: A proven curriculum of role-based training
courses including OnDemand, and private options.

ACTIVEBATCH LICENSING MODEL
Any deployment type
No limits in number of Jobs
Unlimited users
Unlimited server capacity
Best-in-class product support
Cloud marketplace options available

Want to see if ActiveBatch meets your organization’s requirements before making a commitment?
1. Product Demonstration: Receive personalized demo showcasing your specific
requirements.
2. Use Case Discovery: Tell us your every day, common use-cases and we’ll build
them out in ActiveBatch to easily achieve end-to-end automation. The workflows
created in your use case discovery are included in your purchase of ActiveBatch.
3. Proof of Concept: Trial ActiveBatch with full accessibility to customer benefits
including Technical Support and Documentation.

START REDEFINING YOUR IT AUTOMATION. LEARN MORE OR REQUEST A DEMO
WWW.ACTIVEBATCH.COM

